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Human Tissue Framework in Effect From 
1 November 2019  

Introduction  
 

On 1 November 2019, the provisions under the Human Biomedical Research Act 2015 (“HBRA”) which 

regulate human tissue activities and tissue banks came into effect.  

 

By way of background, the HBRA was passed in Parliament in 2015 and is administered by the Ministry 

of Health ("MOH"). The HBRA was introduced to provide for two regulatory frameworks: 
 

(a) Human Biomedical Research ("HBR") Framework: This framework regulates the conduct of 

HBR by the key entities – the Research Institution, Researchers and Institutional Review Board 

– and seeks to protect the interests of research subjects. The HBR Framework came into effect 

on 1 November 2017. 

 

(b) Human Tissue Framework: This framework regulates dealings in human tissue and prohibits 

commercial trading in human tissue, and the bulk of the provisions only came into effect two 

years after the HBR Framework. 

 

In this Update, we provide a summary of the key features of the Human Tissue Framework in 

safeguarding the safety and welfare of tissue donors. 

 

Key Features of Human Tissue Framework 
 

The Human Tissue Framework seeks to protect the safety and welfare of tissue donors through various 

mechanisms such as regulating tissue banking activities, mandating consent from tissue donors or their 

legal proxies for the use of human tissue in research, introducing controls on the removal of human 

tissue and imposing restrictions on the disclosure of individually-identifiable information on tissue 

donors. 

 

Human tissue refers to any human biological material but excludes specified human biological materials 

such as hair shaft (cut without dermal hair root or follicle), nail plate (cut without underlying dermal 

tissue) and naturally excreted bodily fluids such as saliva and sweat. 

 

The key features of the Human Tissue Framework are as follows: 

 

(a) Prohibition of commercial trading of human tissue: The HBRA prohibits the commercial trading 

of human tissue. It is an offence to buy, sell or advertise the buying or selling of human tissue. 
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(b) Controls on removal, storage, supply and use of human tissue: The HBRA requires appropriate 

consent from the tissue donor for the removal, storage, supply and use of his/her tissue in 

research. The HBRA explicitly makes it an offence to compel, coerce, intimidate, deceive or 

mislead a person into giving his/her tissue. 

 

(c) Confidentiality of tissue donors and regulation of tissue banks: The HBRA protects the 

confidentiality of tissue donors and imposes restrictions on disclosure of individually-identifiable 

information on tissue donors. Tissue banks are regulated by MOH, which has the powers to 

inspect and audit them to ensure compliance with the regulatory requirements.  

  

Duties of tissue banks 

 

One of the mechanisms by which the Human Tissue Framework protects the safety and welfare of tissue 

donors is by imposing duties on tissue banks in respect of the carrying out and conducting of tissue 

banking activities.  

 

Tissue banking activities include (a) the collection, storage, procurement or importation of human tissue; 

and (b) the supply, provision, or export of human tissue. 

  

The duties of tissue banks in respect of the carrying out and conducting of tissue banking activities 

include the following: 

 

(a) Notifying the Ministry of Health (“MOH”) before the commencement of any tissue banking 

activity, as well as the reporting of serious adverse events; 

 

(b) Submitting to MOH an annual declaration of compliance of all tissue banking activities 

conducted under the tissue bank’s supervision and control; 

 

(c) Exercising supervision and control over tissue banking activities, including formulating and 

implementing appropriate policies, standards and procedures; 

 

(d) Designating a principal person in charge to be responsible for ensuring that the tissue bank 

complies with the HBRA; and 

 

(e) Establishing a system to accurately track donors’ consent and to ensure the integrity of records 

of the consent and other information relating to the donors. 

 

Requirement of consent for handling of human tissue in research 

 

Pursuant to section 37 of the HBRA, appropriate consent is required for the removal, storage, supply 

and use of human tissue collected for research on or after 1 November 2019. 
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Under section 6 of the HBRA, to obtain appropriate consent in respect of the handling of human tissue 

in research, the consent must be obtained: 

 

(a) In writing; 

 

(b) From the tissue donor personally or their legal proxy; 

 

(c) After all information referred to in section 12(2) of the HBRA has been provided and explained 

to the tissue donor or the legal proxy, including information on the specific research purpose for 

which the tissue is intended to be used, the reasonably foreseeable risks and inconveniences 

to a living donor arising from the removal of the tissue, the donor’s right to withdraw consent, 

any compensation and treatment available to the donor in the event of injury arising from the 

tissue donation, the extent to which records identifying the donor will be kept confidential and 

whether the tissue will be exported or removed from Singapore; and 

 

(d) In the presence of a witness.1 

 

Importantly, before consent is obtained, even if the proposed tissue donation does not cover certain 

activities referred to in section 12(2), this negative fact should still be conveyed to the tissue donor. 

 

The storage, supply and use of tissue collected before 1 November 2019 for research is not subject to 

the more stringent consent requirement of appropriate consent if the consent had been validly obtained 

and such consent was not withdrawn at any time before 1 November 2019.   

 

Consent obtained before 1 November 2019 is valid if the consent was obtained in writing and the 

following information in sections 12(2)(a), (f) and (i) of the HBRA were provided to the donor or their 

legal proxy before their consent was obtained: 

  

(a) Section 12(2)(a): specific research purpose for which the tissue is intended to be used if this 

information is available, otherwise, the purpose may be stated as for general research; 

 

(b) Section 12(2)(f): the donor’s right to withdraw his or her consent and the limitations of such 

withdrawal; and 

 

(c) Section 12(2)(i): the extent to which records identifying the donor will be kept confidential. 

 

The MOH’s Guidance on the Requirement of Appropriate Consent for the Conduct of Human Biomedical 

Research and Handling of Human Tissue (“Guidance”) deems the above three elements as “core” 

information that should be provided to all tissue donors to provide assurance on the protection of their  

safety and well-being, whereas the remaining 12(2) elements are “situational” elements which should 

                                                                    
1 Unless exempted under Regulation 3 of the Human Biomedical Research (Requirements for Appropriate Consent 
— Exemption) Regulations 2019. 
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not be carried out if consent was not obtained for these activities. An example provided under the 

Guidance is where consent was not obtained for the possibility that the donated tissue would be used 

in human-animal combination research, it will not be permissible for the tissue to be used as such. 

 

If the three “core” information items were not provided when obtaining consent or the tissue is intended 

to be used for purposes beyond the scope of consent obtained for the storage, supply and use of tissue 

collected before 1 November 2019, the tissue bank will need to seek re-consent from the tissue donor 

after providing all the information under section 12(2) of the HBRA. 

 

Prohibition against compulsion of person to donate tissue 

 

The consent of the tissue donor plays a critical part in the removal of tissue from his/her body. Section 

38 of the HBRA explicitly makes it an offence to coerce, intimidate, deceive or mislead a person into 

giving his/her tissue. 

 

A person guilty of an offence under section 38 shall be liable on conviction to a fine not exceeding 

$100,000 or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 10 years or to both. 

 

Restrictions on disclosure of information on tissue donor 

 

The HBRA protects the confidentiality of tissue donors and imposes restrictions on the disclosure 

of individually-identifiable information on tissue donors under section 39. Crucially, a person may only 

disclose any individually-identifiable information of a donor if the prior consent of the donor or his/her 

legal representative has been obtained to do so. 

 

Concluding Remarks 
 

The Human Tissue Framework will affect tissue banks and anyone who is involved in the collection, 

storage, procurement, importation, supply, provision or export of human tissues. All affected entities and 

individuals should be aware of their duties and obligations under the Human Tissue Framework and 

ensure that any human tissue activities carried out by them comply with the Human Tissue Framework. 

 

For further enquiries or discussion on the above matters, please do not hesitate to contact our team 

below. 
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Member firms are constituted and regulated in accordance with local legal requirements and where regulations require, are 
independently owned and managed. Services are provided independently by each Member firm pursuant to the applicable terms 
of engagement between the Member firm and the client. 
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Our Regional Presence 
 

 
 
 
 

Rajah & Tann Singapore LLP is one of the largest full-service law firms in Singapore, providing high quality advice to an impressive list of clients.  
We place strong emphasis on promptness, accessibility and reliability in dealing with clients. At the same time, the firm strives towards a practical 
yet creative approach in dealing with business and commercial problems. As the Singapore member firm of the Lex Mundi Network, we are able to 
offer access to excellent legal expertise in more than 100 countries.  
 
Rajah & Tann Singapore LLP is part of Rajah & Tann Asia, a network of local law firms in Singapore, Cambodia, China, Indonesia, Lao PDR, 
Malaysia, Myanmar, the Philippines, Thailand and Vietnam. Our Asian network also includes regional desks focused on Japan and South Asia.    
 
The contents of this Update are owned by Rajah & Tann Singapore LLP and subject to copyright protection under the laws of Singapore and, through 
international treaties, other countries. No part of this Update may be reproduced, licensed, sold, published, transmitted, modified, adapted, publicly 
displayed, broadcast (including storage in any medium by electronic means whether or not transiently for any purpose save as permitted herein) 
without the prior written permission of Rajah & Tann Singapore LLP. 
 
Please note also that whilst the information in this Update is correct to the best of our knowledge and belief at the time of writing, it is only intended 
to provide a general guide to the subject matter and should not be treated as a substitute for specific professional advice for any particular course 
of action as such information may not suit your specific business and operational requirements. It is to your advantage to seek legal advice for your 
specific situation. In this regard, you may call the lawyer you normally deal with in Rajah & Tann Singapore LLP or e-mail Knowledge & Risk 
Management at eOASIS@rajahtann.com. 
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